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I have been interested in Jejudo for ten years. Jejudo is a military stronghold and will become a more
important place in Asia in the future. Tourism development is an issue, but when it comes to the nation's
fate, Jejudo's ocean location is most important. (126-157, 1983.4.19)

I have visited every part of the world, but there is no place better than Korea. In terms of climate and the
beauty of its mountains and lakes, Korea is truly a nation that is not of this world. In the French
countryside I once saw landscape similar to Korea's, but aside from that one location, France is very
different from Korea. The mountains in Korea are in their declining years and look pretty – like flower
buds. In other parts of the world, Japan for example, the mountains are in their adolescence and are,
therefore, craggy and ugly. By just observing the physical aspects of the mountains, you can see that
Korea is a beautiful country. It is also a peninsula surrounded on three sides by sea. Korea is blessed with

such a natural environment and scenery. (169-136, 1987.10.29)
The Chinese character je (濟) in Jejudo means "to
cross." It means that it is a place to cross over and
become the owner. Jejudo is also a nation of
priests. The island called Jigwido is interesting. It
is like a pillar several hundred meters long, which
has been driven down into the sea to make a
fishing spot. Jigwido could be linked to the
continent with a glass-like tunnel to allow vehicles
to travel back and forth. The tunnel could be
constructed under the seabed for stability. That
kind of age has come. There is nothing more we
would need to do here in Jejudo. We should fish,
golf, hunt, and then enjoy the casino. We should
create a market to sell our goods. There should be
interesting things to do. It would be fun to have
people go up the mountain on an elevator or cable
car, rather than a helicopter, and tour the seas
surrounding Jejudo in a speedboat. Japan is only
an hour's flight away. (291-246, 1998.3.15)
Salmon is about the only decent fish in Alaska, but
there are many kinds of fish in the Jejudo waters.
Because of the variety of fish there, peoples' tastes
in fishing are diverse. There is even a special kind
of bigheaded, small octopus in Jejudo. Jejudo has
also become famous for hunting. So Jejudo can
develop the hobby industry with emphasis in boat
fishing. Rather than traveling all the way to Kodiak, Alaska, to fish, people can go to Jejudo. The
Japanese enjoy fishing in the Jejudo area. It is a good place that can attract tourists. (253-95, 1994.1.9)

Jejudo is a small fragment of the land that fell away. Young sea gulls come and excrete there. They come
to excrete and breed since it is an easy commute. Sea gulls have their babies on islands, don't they?
Islands are where all the sea animals have their children. Animals with four legs must go to the land to
breed. Don't turtles do that? That is how it is for everything that lives in the ocean, aside from fish. Fish
do not have sexual organs as we know them. Some fish have a kind of spot. They all have a line and the
male and female rub this part together to have a relationship. But the sea mammals come to the land to

have their babies. That is why Jejudo is important. (291-308, 1998.3.18)
What would happen to Jejudo if it becomes a tourist spot in the future? Currently, brides and grooms are
the ones who visit Jejudo most. If we can promote this well enough, they would say, "Oh, how could we
go and sleep in that hot hotel?" This is the life they could only dream of. Newlyweds can have fun by
going fishing in the middle of the ocean. We would provide everything for them, including the rods and
even bait. We could even buy them breakfast. We could do anything for them. (126-316, 1983.4.30)

I am going to make hunting grounds and fishing area on and around Jejudo, and I will train you. When
you come, you should bring a hundred people from each nation. If the members of the Tourism and
Fishing Association for World Peace gradually increase in this way, then they could contribute in
achieving that goal by paying a monthly fee. Those of the middle-class and higher can do that. From now
on, you should take on that task and influence every country to do these things every year so that they
may go to Africa to help. There should be a hunting ground and fishing spot in each nation. We should
make a fish farm and hunting ground to hunt and catch the animals and fish, and then release them in the
same area. You should arrange for this system to be available in different places for each season of the
year. (253-109, 1994.1.9)

The climate in Jejudo is good. You cannot fish in the winter in Alaska, but it would be just right for

fishing in Jejudo now. You should prepare two hundred people who can go fishing during all four seasons
of the year. Things would become complicated if there were too many. The minute you return today, you
should prepare two hundred people. You can fit fifty people on one bus. If our organization could do that,
then in the evening we can introduce our worldwide activities or talk about fishing in that area. We can
talk to them and educate them about the overall issues of the world. We can discuss problems of
leadership or the political, diplomatic, and economic problems of the world. We have more than enough
material to educate them. Therefore, to gain new members, you should achieve a higher level of education
by getting them interested in the Unification Church. If that were done, in three years they would become
members. (252-214, 1993.12.30)
In the past couple of decades, I have
founded many organizations
throughout the world. All those
organizations have the word "peace"
in their names, like the Professors
World Peace Academy, Peace
Summit Club, Newspaper
Association for Peace, Religious
Federation for Peace, and Women's
Federation for Peace. Last time I was
in Jejudo, I set up a fishing
association and a hunting association.
They are known as the Fishing
Association for World Peace and the
Hunting Association for World
Peace. They share the word "peace."
(259-146, 1994.4.2)

Note:

Jejudo is Jeju Province in South Korea; it is often called Jeju Island.

